
 

IPA IRELAND’S GUIDE TO ONLINE SAFETY 

In the light of recent reports of malicious software attacks (ransomware), we decided to create this 

reference material that will explain certain steps you can take to protect your computer and your 

data from this type of malware and from other potential intrusions. 

POP-UPS AND ONLINE SAFETY 

Malicious software contains installation files often concealed to look like official software updates. 

It may pose as updates for Adobe Acrobat, Java, Flash Player, etc. Typically, a popup window opens 

telling you that you need to update your software. Clicking on it and installing files will infect your 

machine with malware. 

WHAT TO DO: 

1. Install a pop up blocker for your browser and enable it. Use only official ones, as well as 

reputable browsers like Google Chrome (examples in links below) 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/pop-up-blocker-for-chrome/

bkkbcggnhapdmkeljlodobbkopceiche?hl=en 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/popup-blocker-pro/

kiodaajmphnkcajieajajinghpejdjai?hl=en 
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2. Whenever a message pops up on the screen, stop and read it, don’t just click through. If in 

doubt, use the “Print Screen” button to capture the screenshot and keep it for reference. If you 

don’t think you know enough about the nature of the message, bring it to the attention of a 

competent person. 

3. DO NOT download anything from a website that tells you software on your computer is 

outdated. Websites cannot detect outdated software unless you give the website permission to 

read your hard drive. If you think your software needs an update, go to the official product 

developer’s site and download it directly from there. Watch out for suspicious URLs. 
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SAFE INTERNET BROWSING 

Malicious software may also reside on websites that had been infected or that purposely contain 

malicious scripts. Those scripts can execute download and installation processes of malware 

automatically, and without the user even being aware of it. 

WHAT TO DO: 

1. When frequently visiting certain websites, bookmark them in your browser. This will save you 

the effort of typing the website name every time, but more importantly it will minimise the risk 

of being re-directing to a website that looks legitimate, but in reality is a clone. 

2. Pay attention to the website’s URL (the website name and address) and also to the security 

standard (https). Avoid any software installations from websites that you are not sure of.         

DO NOT use any personal or credit card details on websites that have no https.  
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3. Avoid using Internet Explorer. It lacks certain security features, particularly related to 

JavaScript threats. Browsers such as Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox block all JavaScript 

programs from sites that you have not approved. Use them instead of Internet Explorer. 

4. Do not replicate the same password across various websites. Use a mixture of upper and lower 

case letters and numbers (and symbols if they are allowed), avoid using personal information 

(birth date, maiden name, etc.), try to use passwords with 8 or more characters. 

For examples of what a strong password is, use the links below and create some passwords to see 

how long it would take to crack them. Use old passwords or similar ones, but not current ones: 

https://howsecureismypassword.net/ 

http://www.passwordmeter.com/ 
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READING YOUR EMAILS SAFELY 

Fake emails and spam emails containing bogus website links, attachments and other similar content 

greatly contribute to the spread of malware. Email account providers usually apply their own spam 

filters and try to block dangerous content, but this is not always 100% reliable. Reading the 

contents of an email should be safe if you have the latest security patches, but  email attachments 

can be harmful. Take your own precautions. 

WHAT TO DO: 

1. Always be suspicious of attachments. Don’t actually download or run an attachment unless 

you have a good reason to do so. If you’re not expecting an attachment, proceed with caution. 

2. You can preview PDF files, documents, images, and other types of files in your browser without 

actually downloading them to your computer. For instance, if using Google Chrome you can 

open the attachment with Google Docs and preview it without a download. This opens a 

document in the browser first, without having it copied onto your hard drive. 

3. If an attachment prompts you to “enable macros” once you open it, DO NOT do it. Close out 

the attachment and delete the email. Attachments like this one below often appear as Word 

documents with jumbled or nonsensical content. You will then see a message that prompts you 

to enable macros (or enable editing) to read the document if it isn’t appearing correctly. 

Macros are essentially bits of computer code that can execute operations within documents where 

they are located. They are used to repeat tasks and users often create their own macros to speed up 

their work. These macros are fine, unlike the ones created by an unknown third party (example 

below):  
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4. If you don’t use macros, you can disable them in the following way:  

 • Open Microsoft Word and go to the File Select Options 

 • Click Trust Center, and then open Trust Center Settings 

 • Within the Trust Center, select Macro Settings 

 • Select either Disable all macros with notification or Disable all macros without 

notification 
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5. Avoid using your main email address to sign up for promotions, special offers, updates, news, 

etc. Moreover, never post your email address on public discussion forums, chats or on social 

media. Exposing your email address in such way will result in spam attacks and will highlight 

you as a potential target. 

6. DO NOT download files with extensions that don’t look familiar to you (NOTE: every file has 

an extension denoting it’s type - for instance MS Word documents are “Document.doc”, 

whereas PDF documents will be “Document.pdf”, and so on). If you don’t usually receive 

certain types of files, then you should be wary when you see one in your inbox. This is 

especially important to remember when you don’t recognise or trust the sender, and when 

you’re not expecting to receive an attachment. 
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7. Look for certain things that can give away bogus emails. For instance: 

1. Subject line – persons who don’t speak English as their first language often make mistakes there.

2. Sender – Do you know this person? Have you ever met them?

3. Zip file attachment – It is very uncommon to receive a legitimate .zip file in an email.

4. “Hi, there!” – And other similar generic greetings, suggesting mass distribution of the email.

5. “your attorney popped you” – bad grammar and punctuation, mistakes often made by persons 

not fluent in English.

6. Punctuation – as above

7. “Have a good night!” – sometimes indicates the email was sent from a different time zone.

REMEMBER: Legitimate senders will never ask you for personal information, 

nor will they ask you to download and run programs attached to an email. 
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8. Become familiar with file extensions, as some of them can be dangerous. For example, a file 

with the .exe file extension is a Windows executable program and should NEVER be opened. 

Legitimate, average day-to-day computer users in 95% of cases encounter the same file types, day 

in and out. These files are considered to be “generally safe”, provided that your security software is 

up to date. The examples of such safe files are: 

.doc   Microsoft Word   text files 

.xls   Microsoft Excel   spreadsheet files 

.ppt   Microsoft Power Point  presentation files 

.pdf   Portable Document Format  text / image files 

.gif     Graphics Interchange Format   image files 

.jpg or .jpeg   Joint Photographic Expert Group  image files 

.tif or .tiff   Tagged Image File Format  image files 

.mpg or .mpeg  Motion Picture Expert Group   video files 

.mp4     Digital Multimedia     video files 

.mp3    MPEG compressed Audio   music files 

.wav   Microsoft Audio   sound files 

NOTE: Files with familiar extensions but with added letters (e.g. 

“Document.docm” or “Document.xlsm”) denote files with MACROS enabled. 

Therefore they should be treated with extreme caution.  
Files with extensions like .docx or xlsx, etc. are generally safe. 
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However, there are many, many other file types out there. Most of them can be very dangerous 

when sent by email as attachments.  

Examples are below: 

The above list is not exhaustive.  

More dangerous files examples can be found here:  

http://www.pcdoctor-guide.com/wordpress/?page_id=597 
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9. Avoid opening file attachments in the form of an archive — especially an encrypted one. For 

example, you may receive an email with a .zip, .rar, or .7z file and its password. In order to 

open the file, you would be requested to download it and extract its contents with the password 

to access it. Be very weary of such files as you cannot tell what an archive may contain! 
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10. You often receive website links within emails. Before clicking on any link, you should always 

HOVER THE MOUSE CURSOR OVER IT first. Without clicking! This will show you if the 

link that you receive is actually matching the website address it is leading to. 
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GENERAL COMPUTER SAFETY PRACTICES 

Safe user behaviour is not just limited to secure web browsing and email safety. It’s also very 

important to configure the machine in a manner that ensures a private and secure user environment.  

It’s equally important to develop certain good habits and eliminate bad ones. 

WHAT TO DO: 

1. Stating the obvious - always ensure your antivirus software and system security software 

(patches) are up to date. If you hadn’t used your computer for a long time (even a couple of 

weeks!), first thing you must do before doing anything else is check for software updates and 

install them. 

2. Back up your sensitive and important data. Very important data should be backed up separately 

from the machine, for instance on an external hard drive or using a cloud storage account. 

3. Disable the Auto-Run feature in Windows. This feature allows silent programs to execute 

without your knowledge because auto-run grants them permission to initiate without obtaining 

active consent. 

For information on how to do this, check out the Microsoft support guide, depending on what 

Windows version you have. 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/967715/how-to-disable-the-autorun-functionality-in-

windows 
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4. Create a separate User and Admin account on your computer. Daily tasks should always be 

done on the User account, because the Admin has elevated privileges to completely control 

the computer. That creates an unnecessary exposure and increases the risk of losing control over 

your computer in case of a hack. Refer to the link below for the relevant know-how: 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-ie/instantanswers/5de907f1-f8ba-4fd9-a89d-efd23fee918c/

create-a-local-user-or-administrator-account-in-windows-10 

5. Do not turn off the Firewall options on your computer, even if a program claims the Firewall 

needs to be disabled for the program to work. Firewall is one of the important security features 

and should always be enabled. 
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6. While it may be tempting to download free movies, music, and software from various websites 

(or torrent sites, or via “peer to peer” exchange), doing so can also be very harmful to your 

computer. Content like that is generally unverified and frequently contains viruses or other 

harmful malware. 

7. If you receive a message stating that your computer is asking for permission when an unknown 

program is attempting to download a file, connect to your computer, or execute a program, 

never allow the action unless you know what the program or file is first and are sure it is from 

a trusted source. 

8. Minimise storage of sensitive information. Only keep what you absolutely need, delete the rest. 

It’s easier to know what information you store and where you keep it, rather than try to apply 

damage limitation steps AFTER a security breach incident has taken place. 
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9. When using a laptop, avoid connecting it to unsecured and open public Wi-Fi networks, in 

places like hotels, airports, restaurants, etc. Other users might be able to intercept and access 

information you are sending via an unsecured network. 

 

10. If you really need to have access to the Internet and the only option is an unsecured network, a 

virtual private network (VPN) connection is a must. Not every Windows edition offers VPN, so 

consult the Microsoft support website respectively. 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-ie/help/20510/windows-10-connect-to-vpn 
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